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Exports Increased by
99% in November

Official Opening of HDh. Hanimaadhoo
Customs Office Building

Customs Celebrates
International Men’s Day

Symbolic Brick laying of the construction
of Customs North Regional Head Office

Editor’s Note
I welcome dear readers to the 176th issue of

al Men’s Day, we at CJ dedicate this issue to

CJ!

all our male officers. The theme for 2017 is
to “Celebrate Men and Boys” and is officially

Aishath Willinee
Editor

In today’s world where ways of trade and

marked every year in more than 60 countries

technology are ever-changing, businesses

across the World. MCS is an organization hav-

and services should similarly meet up to the

ing men as 70% of its workforce. Men contrib-

expected standard. Speed, convenience and

ute to the betterment of the organization and

comfort are the main pillars in today’s busi-

community as a whole tirelessly. It is indeed

nesses. As the needs change, methods to ca-

very important to focus on serious issues that

ter for the newly established ways should be

affect men and boys. It is of high importance

addressed.

to stop and ask how we can make a difference
to men and boys. CJ teams wish all our male

The past month we marked with pride, the

officers a very Happy International Men’s Day!

Official Opening of the Hdh. Hanimaadhoo
Customs Office Building. The new office will

As the year 2017 is almost over, I wish our be-

facilitate faster clearance of passengers and

loved readers a very happy and prosperous

cargo at the Hanimaadhoo International Air-

new year 2018. I welcome you all to the new

port. Another highlight of the month was Cer-

year, with lot of hopes that we will all achieve

emonial laying of the Foundation Stone of the

better with remarkable milestones in terms of

Customs North Region Head Office, in Hdh.

development of Customs.

Kulhudhuffushi. As the increase of new regional airports and other industrial develop-

Flip through the pages to find out more infor-

ment projects across the country, the much

mation on the events that made headlines in

needed administrative, operational and tech-

the past month. Happy reading everyone!

nological changes should be established. As
the country is going through an immense economic development era, Customs will continue to be a strong partner of the economic
development agenda of the government.
Furthermore, the new regional offices will
contribute effectively in our work to combat
illegal activities at the border, ensuring safety
across the country.
As 19th November marks the Internation-
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DIRECTIVES
Aishath Willinee
Chief Customs Officer

Crew and Baggage renamed as
Seaport Surveillance and Interdiction
As per CG Directive 54/2017 effective from 27th November 2017, Crew and Baggage Unit has been renamed as Seaport
Surveillance and Interdiction.
The main mandate of the Unit is to enforce all works related to inspection and release of passengers and cargo loaded
and unloaded from vessels under Customs control at the Male’ Commercial Harbour. Furthermore, monitoring and surveillance of seaport areas and vessels under Customs control is also among the major responsibilities of this Unit.
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ENFORCEMENT
Hamdhoon Faisal
Senior Customs Officer I
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TRAININGS - INTERNATIONAL
Fathimath Sidhrath Shareef
Assistant Customs Officer

Sixth Annual Workshop of the Regional Enforcement Network for Chemicals
and Waste (REN)

D

eputy Chief Superintendent Dr. Fathimath Mo-

Award, networking and awareness, partnership for sustain-

hamed attended the Sixth Annual Workshop of the

ability.

Regional Enforcement Network for Chemicals and

Waste (REN) held from 21st November to 22nd November

Dr. Fathimath Mohamed returned back from the Workshop

2017 in Shenzhen, China. The workshop was organized by

on 23rd November 2017.

the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
The Regional Enforcement Network for Chemicals and
Waste (REN) is a project funded by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and implemented by UN Environment in 25 countries in Northeast, South
and Southeast Asia. The Project focused on the prevention
and control of illegal transboundary movements of harmful
substances and hazardous wastes (HSHW). It aims to reduce
illegal trans-boundary movement of harmful chemicals and
hazardous waste through improved capacity of frontline
enforcement officials for combating illegal traffic of HSHW,
and enhanced cooperation at both the national and regional levels for effective enforcement of chemical and waste
related Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) and
national laws.
The activities of the project include: technical assistance for
problem-solving, information and intelligence sharing, enforcement operations and Asia Environmental Enforcement
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Workshop on the Implementation of
the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA)

S

uperintended Mr. Ibrahim Asim and Chief Customs

co-coordinators.

Officer Mr. Ahmed Waheed attended the Workshop
on the Implementation of the (WTO) Trade Facilitation

Agreement (TFA) held from 21st - 23rd November 2017 in

Mr. Ibrahim Asim and Mr. Ahmed Waheed retuned back
from the Workshop on 24th November 2017.

Incheon, Korea.
This workshop was a part of the capacity building programs
suggested by Korean Customs Service (KCS), which was
discussed and agreed upon among members at the Sixth
Meeting of the SASEC Customs Subgroup in June, 2017 in
Thimpu, Bhutan.
The aim of this workshop was to draw up draft action plans
for each SASEC member to implement the TFA and it is divided into 4 sessions, covering 8 subjects. During each session,
experts of the KCS and SASEC member made presentations
on best practices and had open discussion facilitated by

ADB-UNESCAP-SASEC Knowledge
Event on Transport Facilitation

C

hief Superintendent Mr. Abdulla Waheed attend-

•

Improving efficiency of ports in SASEC;

ed the ADB-UNESCAP-SASEC Knowledge Event on

•

Role of rail networks in regional trade; and

Transport Facilitation held from 9th -10thNovember

•

Temporary admission and transit.

•

Mr. Abdulla Waheed returned on 14th November 2017.

2017 in Bangkok, Thailand.
Transport facilitation is a priority area of the SASEC Trade
Facilitation Strategy. Facilitating transport and logistics in
the region would be a critical factor that could enable SASEC
in achieving its full trade potential.
This two-day knowledge event covered key transport facilitation issues, including
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•

Secure and efficient cross-border transport;

•

Facilitation of inter-modal and multi-modal transport;

Tenth South Asia Economic Summit
(14-16 November 2017, Kathmandu)

C

ommissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed along with the Maldives delegates attended the Tenth South Asia Economic Summit held

from 14th - 16th November 2017 in Kathmandu, Nepal.
This Summit was organized jointly by the National Planning
Commission and the Ministry of Commerce of the Government of Nepal in partnership with the South Asia Watch on
Trade, Economics and Environment (SAWTEE) and other
leading think tanks of the region. The theme of this Summit
is “Deepening Economic Integration for Inclusive and Sustainable Development in South Asia”.

During the Summit CG Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed addressed on the Panel on Trade Facilitation, Transit and Connectivity Issues in the South Asia Region.
Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed retuned back from the Summit on 21st November
2017.

The South Asia Economic Summit launched in 2008, is a
premier regional platform for analyzing economic development issues. The Tenth South Asia Economic Summit aims
to identify challenges and prioritize opportunities in deepening regional economic integration to serve the goals of
inclusive and sustainable development in South Asia.
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Workshop
on the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA)

S

enior Superintendent Mr. Ahmed Niyaz attended the

Mr. Ahmed Niyaz retuned back from the Workshop on 11th

WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Workshop on the WTO

November 2017.

Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) held from 6st No-

vember to 10nd November 2017 in Kashiwa, Japan. World
Customs Organization (WCO), in cooperation with the Asia/
Pacific Regional Office for Capacity Building (ROCB A/P) and
Japan Customs organized the workshop.
During this Regional Workshop new tools and instruments
available for members were introduced also, members
were shared about regional and national best practices in
implementation of the pertinent trade facilitation measures
by focusing on specific issues regarding the implementation
of the TFA, where Member may be faced challenges.
The Regional Workshop has also contributed to understand-

ing and identifying the common challenges, and discussed
the way forward for the region from a broader perspective
through sharing the best practices.

WCO Operation CATalyst 2 Briefing
Seminar

C

hief Superintendent Mr. Ismail Hamdoon attended the WCO Operation CATalyst 2 Briefing Seminar
which was held from 6th - 8th November 2017 in

Seoul, Korea.
The objective of this Briefing Seminar was to share updated
trends in NPS trafficking and new challenges and best practices, as well as to discuss the Operational Plan for Operation CATalyst 2. Participants were invited to engage in active
exchange and collaborative efforts during the Operation.
Mr. Ismail Hamdoon retuned back from the seminar on
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09th November 2017.

WCO National Workshop on Time
Release Study (TRS)

T

wenty participants from MCS and 15 particpants from other stakeholder agencies participated in the WCO National
Workshop on Time Release Study (TRS).

The main aim of the workshop was to discuss with other organizations and agencies regarding the importance of conducting a
Time release Study and facilitate MCS to conduct one.
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UNODC Regional Workshop on whistle blower and witness protection in
the fight against corruption in South
Asia

S

enior Superintendent Hussain Shaaz and Superintendent Adam
Shafeeq participated in the Whistle blower and Witness protection
in the fight against corruption in South Asia held from 22th - 24th

November 2017 in the Marble Hotel.
The main objective of the training is to identify and discuss the issues
faced in whistle blower and witness protection in the South Asia and
steps that can be taken to minimize corruption.
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TRAININGS - LOCAL
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

HS Refresher Program

T

wenty officers participated in the HS Refresher program which was held from 12th - 16th Nov 2017 in
the Customs Academy. The program was led by the

Tariff and Statistics Section.

In addition to the recent changes to the Harmonized System, the program was utilized as an opportunity to refresh
the existing knowledge of the officers.

The participants were presented with the recent changes to
the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding Systems (HS). The Harmonized System (HS) is the most widely
used classification tool in the international trade which adds
up to around 98% of world trade. The HS is used for classification of goods and as well as for the collection of trade
statistics. HS System covers about 5000 commodity groups.

Criminal Procedure Code
Phase II – Specialized

F

ive officers from Maldives Customs Service partici-

the parliament at the 26th sitting of its first session on 18th

pated in the one-day session on Criminal Procedure

April 2016. The Act came on to effect on 2nd July 2017.

Code which was held from 15th November 2017 at the

The newly implemented Criminal Procedure Act will ensure

Meerubahuru Maalam of Maldives Customs Service.

the efficiency and effectiveness of criminal procedures with
minimized hindrances to the rights of the accused.

The new Criminal Procedure Act specifies in detail the procedures to be followed in investigations, detentions, interro-

The aim of the session was to make the officer more familiar

gations, arrests, pressing charges and conduction trials. The

with the Criminal Procedure code and be able to effectively

Criminal Procedure Act was ratified by His Excellency Presi-

pass them on to the trainees

dent Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayyoom which was passed by
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Youth Millennium Asset Series (YMAS)
Program 4

S

even officers of Customs participated in the Youth as
Millennium Asset’s Series (YMAS) program 4 held in
the Social Center on the 25th November 2017.

This program endorsed by Colombo Leadership Academy
will lead to ‘Millenium Youth Ambassadors’ and will get a
chance to travel to colombo to participate the ‘Millenium
Youth Leaders Ambassador Program held at Colombo
Leadership Academy on successful completion of the YMAS
series and assessment.
Youth as Millennium Asset’s is a program series designed to
unleash the youth as assets of national development and
create leaders among us.
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Information session on Vessel Clearance software

I

nformation Session on the newly developed “Harbor Ves-

Harbour Vessel Management System (HVMS) was devel-

sel Management System (HVMS)” was held from 8th - 9th

oped by the Information Technology Section of Maldives

November 2017. The sessions were conducted in two

Customs Service considering the requirements from the

batches and a total of 62 officers participated in the ses-

Harbour Management Section. The new software will be

sions.

used to automate the work of the Harbour Section and will
boost the efficiency.

Coffee with Association of Lady
Entrepreneurs (ALE) program –
Time Management

A

ssociation of Lady Entrepreneurs (ALE) conducted
Coffee with Association of Lady Entrepreneurs (ALE)
program – Time management on 25th November

2017 in MCS. Three Customs Officers participated in the
session.
The main objective of the Program was to convey useful
methods of time management skills that can be effectively
used in our day-to-day life. Association of Lady Entrepreneurs (ALE) is an NGO working on to build the capacity of
women entrepreneurs in the Maldives through training,
capacity building, and skill development. Their main aim is
to change women’s livelihoods and inter dependency by allowing them to earn and become financially independent—
changing women’s life through entrepreneurship.
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EVENTS
Fathimath Sidhrath Shareef
Assistant Customs Officer

Customs North Region Head Office,
in HDh.Kulhudhuffushi

I

n the Ceremony held on 29th November 2017 in H.Dh.
Kulhudhufushi, Commissioner General of Customs Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed laid down the Symbolic Brick of

the construction of Customs North Region Head Office, in
Hdh.Kulhudhuffushi
The President and members of the Kulhudhufushi Council
and H.Dh. Atoll Council along with other Senior officials of
government offices attended the Ceremony.
Speaking at the Ceremony, Commissioner General Ibrahim
Shareef Mohamed expressed his heartfelt appreciation to
the President H.E. Abdulla Yameen Abdul Qayoom for his
guidance and contributions towards development of Customs service. He further assured that Customs will remain
be a strong partner of the economic development agenda
of the government. He also stated that the establishment of
the North Region Head Office in Kulhudhuffushi will enable
and speed up the import/export documentation process
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from anywhere in the Maldives. Furthermore, the new office will further facilitate imported shipments destined for
various projects to do the clearance straight at those project sites.
The North Region Head Office project awarded to S.J Construction Pvt Ltd, which is estimated to cost MVR 13.4 million is expected to be completed in 365 days.
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Official Opening of HDh. Hanimaadhoo
Customs Office Building

I

n the Ceremony held on 29th November 2017 in H.Dh.
Hanimaadhoo, Commissioner General of Customs Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed officially opened the Hdh. Hani-

maadhoo Customs Office Building.
The President and members of the Hanimaadhoo Council
along with other Senior officials of government offices attended the Ceremony.
Speaking at the Ceremony, Commissioner General Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed expressed his heartfelt appreciation to the President H.E. Abdulla Yameen Abdul Qayoom
for his guidance and contributions towards development
of Customs service. He further assured that Customs will
remain be a strong partner of the economic development
agenda of the government. He also stated that the newly
established office will strengthen the Customs Control in
the Hanimaadhoo International Airport, and that the newly extended piece of land next to the Office would be utilized to provide bonded warehouse services to the resorts
established in the region.
The construction of Hanimaadhoo Customs Office Build-

ing began in 2014, and was worth MVR 7.1 million.
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MCS Officers participated in the
Dhiraagu Maldives Road Race 2017

M

CS officers took part in Dhiraagu Maldives Road
Race 2017 which is the largest annual run held
in the Maldives. The event was organized by Dhi-

raagu and was held at Hulhumale’ Central Park on 24th
November 2017. Other than the racers, this race always
welcomes ordinary citizens of all ages, NGOs, partners,
and staffs from various offices. There are two categories
under which the runners get registered; 5K and 10K. 20 officers participated in 5k and 6 officers participated in 10k
from Customs.
The first ever Dhiraagu road race was held in 2006, in order to promote the Dhiraagu broadband service. But later
the race was made a component of Dhiraagu CSR, and the
quality of the race was improved.
CEO and MD of Dhiraagu Ismail Rasheed, and Chief Guest
Mohamed Kaleem gave an inspirational speech at the
closing ceremony. Every year the event is dedicated to
a social cause and this year’s theme was to help protect
children.
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World Diabetic Day 2017
“women and diabetes - our right to a healthy future”

M

CS officers contributed to “Save a Diabetic Child
Project” Campaign by the Diabetes Society of Maldives (DSM). The Donation was handed over to

(DSM) on 23rd November 2017 by the Deputy Chief Superintendent of Customs Mr. Abdulla Ali.
Our officers also participated in the Physical activity & nu-

trition fair held to mark the World Diabetes Day 2017. This
event was held at Ekuveni, Running Track on 24th November 2017.
World Diabetes Day is celebrated globally on 14 November
2017. The theme for this year is Women and Diabetes - Our
Right to a Healthy Future.
The Campaign will promote the importance of affordable
and equitable access for all women at risk for or living with
diabetes to the essential diabetes medicines and technologies, self-management education and information they require to achieve optimal diabetes outcomes and strengthen
their capacity to prevent type 2 diabetes.
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Fathimath Zaeema
Chief Customs Officer
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Happy International Mens Day 2017
Aishath Willinee
Chief Customs Officer

Harbor Management Section

Customs Academy

“Harbor Management Section guys are “Super Awesome”
“Be somebody who make everybody feel like a somebody”.

“For us, they are as much “colleagues” as any other, as un-

Together we can achieve more.We ladies are so blessed to

derstating and helpful.”

have you guys with us helping, inspiring in difficulties at
work by making work more interesting for us. Truly a blessing and we appreciate you guys. Happy International men’s
day 19th November 2017. “

Budget and Revenue Section
Investigation Section

“Our boys are awesome, full of mischief and hearts of gold.
Our boys understand well the working women. They are a

“Good colleagues are those who understand that team

guiding and helpful paving way for a positive, fun filled and

goals are more important than egos. Thanks for being AWE-

enjoyable working environment.”

SOME!”
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Internal Audit &Compliance
Section
“Men are a wonderful creation of God, who are a father, a

Sea Cargo Examination

brother, or maybe, a friend, who is always a leading man in
our lives. The Glorious Quran called man as “responsible”
meaning to the person who is in a position of trust or who

“Because you all deserve our love, this is to tell you that

has effective responsibility. The Almighty Allah regards men

your sacrifice, contributions and you yourself is not unno-

as the guardians of their families. In fact, “The Prophet of

ticed. We appreciate you and we are honored to live in your

Allah (S) stated: ‘Man is the guardian of his family and ev-

supportive presence. You are vast, beautiful and mesmeriz-

ery guardian has responsibilities towards those under his

ing than a rainbow.

guardianship’.” The truth is that Men are the one to carry

“Sea Cargo Examination ”

the responsibilities loaded luggage to level where the family and work colleague fits in to a comfort zone. Therefore,
men are able not only to change the destiny of our lives, but
also the destiny of our Organization as well our Nation. We
wish out gentle colleagues of MCS a very happy International Men’s Day 2017, we celebrate Men and Boys. “

S.Gan Customs
Administration Section

“The effective work environment at Customs is formed
with a mutual bond of men and women staff, where gender equality is achieved only with the kind efforts of men.

“We are not a team because we work together, we are team

Professionally men are always ready to help and support

because we respect, trust and care for each other. We wish

women at times. The incredible efforts from men, makes

you all joy & happiness and a very successful career ahead.”

Customs a perfect work environment. Much appreciated by
all ladies. “
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Tariff & Statistics Section
Hanimaadhoo Customs

“One of the very rewarding aspects of our work has been
the supportive interaction and innovative relationship with
a superb group of male colleagues in the Section.

“These are the best colleagues. They make our work more
fun and interesting.”

Dear male colleagues, we value your support and smile in
the work environment and outside office. Thank you for being so understanding and supper kind to us!

Air Cargo Examination Section

Thank you for brightening up every day, with your hilarious
jokes and funny conversations and laughter.

“Happy to work with the best colleagues in the world. Thank
you for being such fantastic workmates who bring joy to

We are grateful for all your help and continuous support

work. Happy International Men’s Day 2017”

throughout. “

Air Cargo Documentation Section
“100% committed truly blessed team of men we do have here. They make the work environment much better place to be,
by motivating each other and believe in us with no gender discrimination or any other challenges we face in the society. “
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Customs Support Centre
“Abdulla Areef and Ali Mafaz, lighten up the room with their

Inventory section

hilarious comments and witty remarks, making the work environment more fun and cordial. We at Customs Support
Center know that both these boys will be there to help us

“The Male colleagues in the Inventory Section are very hard-

out in any event and we know we can count on them to

working, they are very friendly in nature and make everyone

make our life easier. We want to take this opportunity to

feel comfortable even in the most stressful situations”

thank Areef and Mafaz for all that you have done for us.
Bringing in the balance of work dedication and fun in to our
work lives, the men that work with us are kind and considerate, they can be counted on and they deliver to their fullest
potential. We want to take this opportunity to thank them
for all that you have done for us. Happy International Men’s
Day 2017”

Hulhumale’ Customs
“He is a funny friend, caring father, a protective brother,

Post Clearance Audit

a lovely son, a kind boss, helpful colleague and darling to
someone. So strong yet so supportive, so tough yet so kind.
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We love & respect you for your daily efforts and helping

“Our Male colleague are an important part of our success

us to make our days better and your continuous efforts to

stories. You guys are our support system and inspiration.

bring smile on the faces of your loved ones. Happy Interna-

We are grateful to have the opportunity to work with you

tional Men’s Day.”

as a team.”

Transport and Maintenance
“We are very proud of you, our hard working colleagues. Rainy or sunny, whether the ocean is calm or rough you all give your
best. It’s a tremendous joy for us to be working with you all brave men. “

Human Resources Section
“Our colleagues make the work environment fun, pleasant
and easy to work. They are so considerate and kind to all of
us. They are the best of the best!! “

Sea Cargo Documentation
“We as females always need a safe and sound environment
and we get the feel of it cause today we are proud to say, the

Airport Surveillance and
Interdiction
“The male officers in Airport Surveillance and Interdiction
are very helpful, considerate and make the work environment very pleasant. You all the best colleagues. “
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Male colleagues of Sea Cargo Documentation are the bestest and the sweetest male colleagues anyone would ever
want to work with. So proud of you guys.”

Records Management
Valuation and Documentation
Section

“They show compassion and sensitivity to the feelings of
others, make employees feel valued, respects and understands their coworkers. “

“The male officers in Valuation and Documentation are the
most benevolent. Their positive attitude and non-stop guidance drives the team together to attain the goals. On this
special occasion I wish them a blessed and successful life
ahead. “

Post & Express Consignments
“Our male officers are very kind and cooperative. “

Commissioner Generals Bureau

S.Hithadhoo Customs
“Our male officers are very good team players. They all are
very kind and considerate towards all colleagues and make
the work environment pleasant and more positive”

“Thank you for being considerate and kind to us. Happy International Men’s day.”

Information Technology

Thilafushi Customs
“They are kind, considerate and easy to work with. In times
of need they attend to it eagerly. Thank you all”

“Support given by you all made us driven individuals. We will
be forever grateful for having chance to work with you all.”

Risk Management
“You guys has made our everyday work more enjoyable and
easy. Thank you for being so supportive.”

Special Operations Section

Kulhudhuffushi Customs

“It is indeed a privilege for us to work with a wonderful team
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such a ours. Happy International Men’s day to the best men

“This is the best team ever to work with. Our boys are so

among us.”

kind, helpful and very supportive.”

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU
Aishath Willinee
Chief Customs Officer

AMINATH
IRUFA MAHIR
CUSTOMS OFFICER III

48th STO Nippon Paint National Tennis
Championship (Women Division).

C

ustoms Officer Grade 3 Aminath Irufa Mahir wins the
Women’s Open Single Championship in the 48th STO
Nippon Paint National Tennis Championship. Ami-

nath Irufa, whose career began at the age of 10, did proved
her talent in the first ever Tournament by winning the Championship in 1998. Ever since, she maintained to be the National Champion for six consecutive years.
One of her most remarkable achievement so far has been
the winning of Runners-up in the International Tennis Tournament held in Sri Lanka in1999. She has competed in many
National and International tournaments before taking a
5-year break in 2012. Crowning the Championship of STO
Nippon Paint National Tennis Tournament has proved that
she is still strong and unbeatable in her favourite sport.
Congratulations and a very proud moment for us!
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SPORTS
Fathimath Sidhurath Shareef
Assistant Customs Officer

Team Finance and Tariff won the Intersection Cricket Tournament 2017

T

eam Finance and Tariff Beat Team Air Cargo by 5
Wickets to become Champions of CRC Intersection
Cricket Tournament. The Tournament was held at

Ekuveni, Running Track area. Officers from various departments together made 6 teams.
Former Commissioner of Sports Mr. Ahmed Nasheed inaugurated the event.
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Customs participated in the Maldives
Ekiden 2017 - Half Marathon

T

welve Officers from MCS participated in the Maldives
Ekiden 2017 Half Marathon.

The Maldives Ekiden 2017 was organized by KH Academy of
Maldives. The founder of the academy, Dr. Hussain Haleem,
who was also the Race Director. The event was held in Hulhumale’ on 3rd November 2017. This was the first ever run
by the Ekiden in the Maldives which was participated by 300
runners from all age groups.
Ekiden is a popular type of relay race. There is no specific
Ekiden distance or number of team members. One of the
most renowned is the Chiba Ekiden, an international event
in which countries send co-ed teams of six to complete a
marathon distance in relay style.
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STATISTICS
Hamdhoon Faisal
Senior Customs Officer I

Export increases by 99% in
November

T

he FOB value of goods exported during last November showed an increase of 99% to that of the same
period last year, which is an increase from MVR 193 million in November 2016 to MVR 386 million in November 2017. The largest quantity of the exports was to Thailand which is 36% of the total exports for the

month of November.
The total revenue collected through customs duty and other fees and fines during November 2017 is decreased
by 2% compared to that of November 2016. A total of MVR 246 million was collected through Customs duty last
month.
The CIF value of goods imported during November decreased by 5% compared to November last year. Approx-

imately MVR 3.2 billion worth of goods was imported during November 2016, whereas this year the figure was
recorded at MVR 3.1 billion. Among the top importing countries, United Arab Emirates recorded the highest with
23% and both Singapore and India at the second with 13%.
For further details, please refer to ‘Monthly Statistics Sheet’.
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